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TARGET
AUDIENCE 

 The Xperience Room application for the

Oculus Quest 2 is for individuals with limited

virtual reality experience that want to learn

more about the key strengths of virtual

reality . The goal is for more people to

understand how virtual reality can be used

through demonstrations . This could be used

for startups considering virtual reality in their

technology or consumers looking to

purchase a VR device in the future . 



PERSONAS

TECH STARTUP
TIM SMITH

As a founder of his tech start up , Tim

acknowledges the importance of utilizing the

newest trends and concepts to stay ahead in the

industry . His business had never thought of VR as

a product relevant in his day-to-day , but he is

curious how this powerful technology could

further advance his company and set him apart

from the competition . 

34 years old

Tech Startup Founder



PERSONAS

TREND
FOLLOWING
TRINA 

Trina loves to keep up with trends across social

platforms and is always concerned with what

everyone is up to . She hasn ’t seen other people

using the Oculus , so she is contemplating being a

trend-setter or sitting back and waiting for the

technology to unfold . She is not really a gamer , so

she is curious if the technology has any benefits

relevant to her . Trina is willing to pay for whatever

is relevant .

22 years old

Student and Aspiring Instagram Influencer



PERSONAS

SAVVY SYDNEY

Sydney purchased her very own Oculus Quest 2 as

an avid gamer and tech lover . However , she has

never found the time to explore it further than

downloading a handful of games . She loves how

accessible the technology is , and she is waiting

for everyone around her to get on board . Sydney

is curious to learn more about the Oculus ’

capabilities , and she just does not know how she

is going to discover and fully experience these

concepts on her own . 

28 years old

Web Developer



WIRE FRAME/

STORYBOARD

Home Launch Frame

https://xd.adobe.com/view/f7801705-79ca-4b6b-8f29-a529300dc21a-a2d3/flow/

Wireframe Link: 

https://xd.adobe.com/view/f7801705-79ca-4b6b-8f29-a529300dc21a-a2d3/flow/


WIRE FRAME/

STORYBOARD

Scaling Experience Flow



WIRE FRAME/

STORYBOARD

Video + Manipulation

Experience Flows
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